Keep your employees safe,
wherever they are.

New Health and Safety
at Work Act, new
responsibilities.
Under the new Health and Safety
at Work Act, new responsibilities
will be in force for everyone in the
workplace to ensure the safety of
workers and anyone affected by their
work. The Act will require a business
or undertaking to conduct effective
and ongoing risk management,
and those in governance roles will
have specific duties in ensuring due
diligence is carried out to manage
key health and safety risks.
The new Act extends responsibility
for health and safety not only
to direct workers, but also to
contractors, subcontractors,
employees of contractors,
outworkers, labour hire workers
and trainees.

For many organisations, their
operations involve workers working
alone or in hazardous or remote
locations. Upcoming regulations will
require a PCBU to manage the risks
associated with remote or isolated
work, with a specific requirement
to ensure a system of work that
includes effective communication
with the worker. Failure to comply
with these requirements could lead
to convictions, not only for the PCBU
but also for individuals.
As an on-demand personal security
service, ADT FindU will assist PCBUs
with meeting these requirements
by providing a direct means of
communication, not only to the PCBU
themselves but also to ADT Security,
as-and-when activated.

What is a PCBU?
A Person Conducting a Business or Undertaking (PCBU) is judged
to be in the best position to control risks to health and safety in the
workplace. A PCBU is defined as entities, employers, principals,
self-employed and persons controlling a place of work such as a
manager or supervisor.
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ADT FindU provides peace of mind
for you and your employees.
Unique to ADT, New Zealand’s largest electronic security provider, ADT
FindU is a simple to use, on-demand personal security service, turning your
employees’ smartphones into personal security devices. ADT FindU is ideal
for companies whose operations involve either working alone, or in highly
hazardous or remote areas.
You can’t be there 24/7, but ADT FindU can.
In the event of an emergency, ADT FindU users can activate the app and trigger
an alert by either shaking or swiping the smart device. ADT FindU is directly
integrated into ADT Security’s professional graded response centre, showing
a real-time location of your employees and their subsequent movements. This
allows ADT Security to alert emergency contacts and despatch the agreed
emergency response, including Fire, Ambulance, Police or Security patrols.
In duress emergencies, ADT FindU is built with three unique alarm profiles;
Basic, Deterrent and Stealth. ADT understands that the situations your
employees may find themselves in are unique to you and therefore require
different approaches to raising an alert/alarm, as it may not always be safe to
let an attacker know that an alert has been raised.
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Proven worldwide to
enhance employee
safety in a variety of
applications.
Commercial
and lone
workers

Schools and
universities

Government
and councils

Hospitals
and medical
practitioners

Multiple uses that can
be customised to your
business’s needs.
Journey

Energy and
utilities

Ensures safe and
confident travel of
employees by providing
real-time updates of
their movements as they
move between
two places.

Meeting

Builders and
construction
workers

Farmers and
agricultural
workers

Logistics
and trucking
workers

Security guards
and patrols

Real estate
agents

Allows employees to
identify when they’re
going to a potentially
dangerous scenario
or working alone. An
alert will automatically
be created if the timer
expires or they don’t
cancel the meeting.

Man Down
Provides extra
protection for
employees in situations
where injury or personal
immobilisation is a
possibility by flagging
sudden deceleration,
non-movement and
impact.

Danger Zone

Soft Alert

Alerts employees via an
in-app push notification
when they’re entering
an area that might
not be safe or where
they may encounter a
dangerous situation.

Allows employees to
quickly trigger an alert
by pressing the volume
up key. Not available on
all operating systems.

Mass Notification

Confirms the App is
working by producing a
light recurring vibration.
Heartbeat will confirm
an alert has been raised
by vibrating after
activation.

Provides instant
communication to ADT
FindU users whether
they’re logged into the
application or not.

Duress PIN
If employees are being
forced to cancel an
alert they can enter the
Duress PIN. The alert
will appear to have
been cancelled, but will
remain active in the ADT
monitoring centre and
we’ll know you’ve been
forced to cancel
an alert.

Heartbeat/Pulse

Web Alert
When employees
raise an alert or start
a journey, business
contacts can receive
a link to a real-time
monitoring page
that shows essential
information and
employee current
location.

Profile
Allows employees and
businesses to update
personal information,
view alert/journey
history and change
passwords.
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How ADT FindU works.
Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Activate the ADT FindU
application before you begin
a task or enter a high-risk
area. ADT FindU will run
even when the device is
screen locked.

In the event of an emergency, either
shake or swipe the device until
the alarm is activated. Continue
to shake to sound an alarm and
activate strobe light which can act
as an immediate deterrent.

An alert has been activated.
ADT has been notified and the
emergency recording features
have been activated, including
audio and visual footage. We will
continue to monitor until the alert
has been cancelled or resolved.

The ADT monitoring operator
receives the emergency alert, and
actions agreed procedures. At this
stage the ADT operator can despatch
a Security Patrol Officer, the Police,
Fire Brigade or Ambulance.
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Call us today
For a no obligation quote, please contact us on:

0800 732 258
or visit us at:

www.securityalert.co.nz
or email us at:

secaltwgtn@gmail.com

